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Wishing everybody a relaxing, healthy summer at the end of the ‘strangest’ term in education. 
 
Everybody in the school community has shown remarkable resilience and engagement in online learning. 
 
When you return to your new year school, we will be operating differently but with a great structure of support 
in each school to ensure everybody can learn in a safe environment and enjoy your school again. 
 
Although operating differently we are #stillyourschool and will keep the TSAS community alive as we embark on this adventure 
together. 
 
Keep learning, keep safe and keep smiling. 

Thought of the Week 

Be thankful for what you have; you’ll end up having more.  If you concentrate on what you don’t have, you will never, ever have 
enough. - Oprah Winfrey 

 
 
 

 

On Monday 13 July 2020 we held our Heroes Project for our Year 7 students.  They logged in to a special 
website to find out about four British Heroes and we presented them with information about Winston Churchill, 
Marcus Rashford, Olaudah Equiano and Emmeline Pankhurst, explaining how their work promoted equality, 
democracy, tolerance and respect.  We approached a number of teachers to give us their own heroes, explaining 

why they admired them and added them to the website for the students to consult.  

 

The students joined video classrooms during the day, led by teachers from the Hero Project team, to discuss the heroes we had 
presented to them and to talk about their own heroes.  We enjoyed meeting with our teams of students and hearing them talk so 
eloquently about the people they admire.  

 

The students then set about researching a hero of their choice, and made presentations to be submitted to the Hero Project.  

 

We knew that our Year 7 students would be creative!  We received posters, poems, slideshows, newspaper mock-ups, interviews, 
pictures and essays.  The range and diversity of heroes the students researched was incredible.  

 

We hope you had the chance to see a selection of the students’ work when we posted it to our Twitter account during this week.  
Well done, Year 7!  We will be reviewing the work that you did and you will hear more about it in September.  

The Hero Project Team 

 
 
 

Please follow the links for the end of term messages and thank yous.  

 

Mrs Bignell’s Video    Mr Lambert’s Video 
https://youtu.be/ll3EoIorJIc   https://youtu.be/SIhqWtPWhS4 
ALTAIR     MIRA 
https://youtu.be/xqvO2gppCE0  https://youtu.be/7a3hWJbqNSM 
 

POLARIS     VEGA 
https://youtu.be/fJigQ27h9ts  https://youtu.be/qYssk9brN3w 
 

SIRIUS      CYGNUS 
https://youtu.be/etB14SOMv2E  https://youtu.be/F2fyy2TaBCA 
 

Music Video 
https://youtu.be/EWsQZ86Pz8E 

 

I look forward to seeing everybody next term. 

Mrs Bignell 
 

Year 12 End of Year Progress Assessments 
Once again, our Year 12 students have really 
impressed us on how seriously they have taken their 
assessments with a 100% attendance.  This is a clear 
reflection of their commitment to their studies and 
their resilience when they have been learning online 
for over three months.  

 

Well done to you all. 

Ms Bernard 

Summer Childcare Provision 
If you are looking for childcare for school aged 
children over the summer holidays please follow 
Norfolk Community Directory link below: 

https://communitydirectory.norfolk.gov.uk/. 
For further support parents can contact Family 
Information at fis@norfolk.gov.uk  

The annual publication of School Matters will be emailed to parents shortly and includes critical information for 

the next academic year.  This booklet will also be available on the website. 

https://thorpestandrewschool.org.uk/
https://youtu.be/ll3EoIorJIc
https://youtu.be/SIhqWtPWhS4
https://youtu.be/xqvO2gppCE0
https://youtu.be/7a3hWJbqNSM
https://youtu.be/fJigQ27h9ts
https://youtu.be/qYssk9brN3w
https://youtu.be/etB14SOMv2E
https://youtu.be/F2fyy2TaBCA
https://youtu.be/EWsQZ86Pz8E
https://communitydirectory.norfolk.gov.uk/
mailto:fis@norfolk.gov.uk
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We say goodbye to a number of colleagues and thank them for the service 
they have given to the students of our school.  

 

We wish them every success as they move onto promotion, new posts and in 
some cases completely new ventures and challenges in their lives.  

 

Mr Collinge   Miss Quantrill  Mrs Page 
Miss McDougall  Mr Jameson   Miss Winter   
Ms Emerson   Mrs Mahnkopf  Mr Fairweather  
Mr Lennard   Mr Gresham   Mrs Budds   
Mr Galante   Mrs Candeland  Mr Tregear 

 

A special goodbye to Tim Jameson for all the many years service he 
has given to TSAS. 

Mrs Bignell 

 

 
 
 

In the English Department, we are committed to planning and delivering an inclusive Curriculum.  For example, across all years we 
teach a range of fiction and non-fiction material, along with poetry and drama, to promote reflective discussion on important issues 
such as prejudice and equality.  For example, our Year 7 unit on ‘Empire and The Tempest’ encourages students to explore the wider 
context of racism to understand unfair character portrayal and treatment in the text.  Studying Shakespeare’s plays across all Key 
Stages allows us to explore the theme of prejudice as it arises:  prejudice across gender, class and ethnicity.  In Year 8, our unit on ‘Of 
Mice and Men’ generates important discussion about the history of racism in the US and the extent to which attitudes have changed 
since the book was written. It also enables an exploration of gender inequality in the context of modern-day discrimination.  Our Year 9 
poetry unit on ‘Changing Perspectives Over Time’ offers a valuable opportunity to discuss and celebrate different identities and 
cultures through inspiring writers such as Maya Angelou.  This is further developed by the Year 9 ‘Protest Writing’ unit where there is 
the chance to explore ideas about justice and equality via a range of powerful articles and speeches.  

 

As part of GCSE English Language, our students explore non-fiction material covering different viewpoints and perspectives on a range 
of issues.  We reflect on the significance of bias in non-fiction material and encourage students to question the agendas of texts.  We 
aim to promote the importance of speaking up and having a voice, and our students are given opportunity to express their opinions – 
through debate and extended writing – on important issues.  Through GCSE Literature texts such as An Inspector Calls and Blood 
Brothers, students explore the important themes of class prejudice and social responsibility.  The GCSE ‘Power and Conflict’ poetry 
enables discussion about disconnected identities due to factors such as immigration.  

 

Whilst we endeavour to explore a variety of voices and issues in our teaching, we are also mindful that it is vital to keep updating our 
units to incorporate further diversity.  In particular, we are keen to highlight more modern-day writers from a range of backgrounds.   
For instance, plans are in motion for a new Year 8 unit on changing ideas about equality, race and gender which will highlight a diverse 
range of modern-day voices as we look at how attitudes have changed in comparison with pre-20th century texts.  We know that it is 
important to link our Curriculum, wherever possible, to present-day issues.  We want our students to appreciate that Language and 
Literature are for everyone, and have a huge relevance to how we live.  

Ms Brennan  
 

Our LRC is stocked with reading material that incorporates a diverse range of writers and within the books, different identities and 
cultures.  This list includes a selection of what is available:  

 

Fiction: The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas (Year 9+), The Boy at the Back of the Class by Onjali Rauf (all ages) 
To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee (Year 8+), Noughts and Crosses Series by Malorie Blackman (Year 8+), 
Booked by Kwame Alexander (all ages). 

 

Non-Fiction:  Becoming by Michelle Obama, Human Rights: A Very Short Introduction by Andrew Clapham, 
I Have a Dream: Martin Luther King and the Fight for Equal Rights by Anita Ganeri, Human Rights and Liberty by Charlie Ogden, The Civil 
Rights Movement by Nigel Ritchie. 

Mrs Hamilton 

Today we have put the final plans in place for our 
Maths and English tuition offer for all Year 10 
students.  We have well over 100 students sign up so 
far for our year 10 summer programme where 
students will receive small group tuition in Maths and 
English.  This programme will build upon their summer 
homework, ensure they are September ready and help 
them Seize the Summer. 

  

Year 10 have shown excellent motivation and 
resilience during their Springboard into Year 11 days 
days in school this week. I am sure this will be 
continued in their Seize the summer programme and 
return to school in September.  It was great to see 
smiling faces and fantastic work in English, Maths and 
Science. Attendance on these days was excellent 
with close to 100% attendance each day. Well done 
Year 10 we cannot wait to see your amazing work in 
Year 11! 

Mrs Wilkinson 

School Reopening - Please remember, if you feel unwell on any of the days 
when you are supposed to be in school please do not attend and contact the 
absence line in the normal way.  If you are demonstrating symptoms such as 
a new persistent cough, a temperature or loss of taste and smell, you will 
need to self-isolate for 7 days and arrange for a test. 

https://thorpestandrewschool.org.uk/

